Online Master of Science in Business Analytics

Be on the forefront of Big Data in only 16 months with the W. P. Carey Online Master of Science in Business Analytics (Online MS-BA). From smart phones to social media to the emerging Internet of Things, companies need to manage more and more complex data every day.

This explosion of Big Data impacts every part of the global economy, making business analytics specialists one of the fastest-growing careers in our economy.

What stands out to me and what I can implement in my new job would be how data is collected, prepped, and visualized. I am passionate about what I've learned and I can't wait to apply it to my future role!

Vivian Kiss, Online MS-BA, 2017

Leverage analytics and data to deliver business-critical solutions.

58%
compound annual growth rate in Big Data market between 2013 and 2020
– IDC estimate, 2014

$77,601
median salary of 2016 domestic and permanent resident MS-BA graduates

The world will generate 44 trillion gigabytes by 2020, a tenfold increase since 2013. – IDC estimate, 2014

WPCarey.asu.edu/onlinemsba

Graduate Programs
480-965-3332
wpcareymasters@asu.edu
Online Master of Science in Business Analytics curriculum

The W. P. Carey Online Master of Science in Business Analytics (Online MS-BA) will deepen your quantitative and analytical skills, allowing you to derive value from data and modeling, lead data-driven analyses, and create a business advantage.

Online MS-BA courses are delivered sequentially, building on and aligning your knowledge throughout the program.

Introduction to Enterprise Analytics
Understand contextualized analytics and how data flows and is managed across business processes.

Data Mining I
Extract predictive analytics and patterns from numeric data.

Career Leadership (elective)
Apply best practices of career management to make an informed career choice and develop career management skills.

Analytical Decision-making Tools I
Learn linear, nonlinear, and integer programming, network models, and metaheuristics.

Introduction to Applied Analytics
Solve modern supply chain problems, from forecasting demand to inventory management to manufacturing cycle times.

Data-Driven Quality Management
Improve processes with Six Sigma and Design for Six Sigma and use DMAIC to implement Six Sigma projects.

Analytical Decision-making Tools II
Model situations where uncertainty is a major factor, using decision trees, queuing theory, Monte Carlo simulation, and more.

Data Mining II
Support informed decision-making and extract predictive analytics and patterns from non-numeric, unstructured data.

Business Analytics Strategy
Align, plan for, direct investments in, and provide governance of processes for renewal of analytic deployments.

Marketing Analytics
Analyze product purchase decisions, configure new products, develop market segments, forecast market share, and determine optimal pricing strategies.

Applied Project
Address a problem in a domain where the use of your analytics skills yields real-world experience through projects drawn from real business settings that represent important aspects of organizations’ deployment of analytics in their business model.

Companies that hire our graduates

- Amazon.com Inc.
- American Airlines Inc.
- Apple Inc.
- CVS Health Corp.
- Deloitte Consulting
- DHL Express
- Facebook Inc.
- General Motors Co.
- Honeywell Aerospace
- Microsoft
- PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
- Raytheon Co.
- T-Mobile USA Inc.
- Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

Online MS-BA courses are delivered sequentially, building on and aligning your knowledge throughout the program.